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SCSC Service Assurance Working Group - Meeting 37 

10th November 2021, Zoom 

Minutes 

Attendees  
Mike Parsons (MP) – AAIP, Andy Scott (ASc) – NATS, Andy Whitehead (AW) – Atkins Global, John 

Govey (JG) – Siemens Mobility, Kevin King (KK) – BAE Systems, James Catmur (JC) – JC and Associates 

Ltd, Mark Sujan (MAS) – Human Factors Everywhere, Dan Smith (DS) – BAE Systems 

Apologies  
Mike Sleath (MS) – Ebeni, Davy Pissoort (DP) – KU Leuven 

Agenda  
1. Salisbury Train Crash 
2. SSS’22 Motorway Paper Update 
3. Level Crossings 
4. Update to the Guidance Document 
5. MSCA Doctoral Network - Trusted Complex Services Update 
6. Other Guidance Document examples 
7. Services in the News  
8. Covid-19 Services 
9. AOB 
10. Next Meeting 

 
Items are presented in the minutes in the order discussed in the meeting, rather than as per the 
Agenda. The order on the day was optimised to reflect attendees and action progression. The 
meeting slides are available here: https://scsc.uk/file/gs/Meeting_37_Slides_v1-1275.pptx  
 
NOTE: All comments or opinions in these notes are attributed only to individual attendees of the 
meeting, not to their respective organisations.  
[Actions are presented in the form N.Mx where N is the meeting number, M a reference number for 
the action raised in that meeting and x is an optional letter that differentiates related actions arising 
from the same discussion point]. 
 

1. Salisbury Train Crash 

The recent crash of two trains in Salisbury was discussed, 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/collision-between-passenger-trains-at-salisbury-tunnel-

junction . JG noted that there was some misinformation about the crash circulating before anything 

definite was known. The most likely explanation at this stage was due to wheel slide from leaves on 

the tracks. It appears that the driver did everything correctly. There was no derailment initially in the 

tunnel (as initially mis-reported), it occurred only after the second train hit the first. The sliding train 

may have had an ABS-like system ‘wheel slide protection system’ but this is unknown at present. 

https://scsc.uk/file/gs/Meeting_37_Slides_v1-1275.pptx
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/collision-between-passenger-trains-at-salisbury-tunnel-junction
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/collision-between-passenger-trains-at-salisbury-tunnel-junction
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Also, there may have been track sanding devices on the trains. JG mentioned that there are many 

more trees near the tracks than there used to be. JG later provided the Network Rail document 

entitled ‘Autumn Management’: https://scsc.uk/file/gs/NR_autumn_mgmt_L3OPS021_01-1274.pdf  

MP suggested some analysis from a services point of view: there should have been a ‘Track Clearing 

Service’ in place with the service provider being Network Rail; this service is then consumed by the 

train running on the tracks. A Weather Service (and many others including Track Monitoring) would 

then be consumed by the Track Clearing Service to establish what tracks might be vulnerable. 

MP proposed that this could be a new war story for the guidance document, but probably worth 

waiting until the RAIB accident report is issued. 

2. SSS’22 Motorway Paper Update 

MP explained further progress on the SSS’22 paper on highways as a service with the M3 as an 

example. This has been subject to two reviews (from AW and KK) and MP is currently updating. 

3. Level Crossing Example 

No specific update. JG is progressing. 
 

4. Update to Guidance Document 

The possible new inputs were discussed, and it was agreed that methodology from the Motorway 
paper should probably go in as an annex for now. The analyses are being worked on, and the plan is 
to have an example of each to go in the updated guidance document. ASc suggested that it would be 
good to have a pros and cons for each analysis and this was thought a good idea. He will find an 
example from another document. 
 
Action 37.1 (ALL) – Try an example service analysis based on the new guidance document outline. 
 
MP thanked KK again for the funding from BAE Systems for a new version hardcopy, with the 
understanding that BAE would receive 30 copies. 
 
MP noted that the text for the new version will have to be ready by the end of December if we are 
to produce a hardcopy for SSS’22. 
 
An editorial group (consisting of AW, KK, MS, MP) will oversee the production of the next version. 
 

5. MSCA Trusted Complex Services 

MP mentioned this programme again and showed some of the progress made by DP and colleagues. 

It is a truly European venture which could transform Service Assurance. Participation from the UK is 

via the University of York and NHS Digital. 

https://scsc.uk/file/gs/NR_autumn_mgmt_L3OPS021_01-1274.pdf
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6. Services in the News / Covid-19 Services 

MP mentioned the recent Czech cable car crash, https://news.sky.com/story/one-person-killed-

after-cable-car-crash-in-northern-czech-republic-12456361 which likely had service aspects. 

There was some suspicion that the current round of bad colds and flu, many of which have Covid-19 

symptoms may in fact be Covid-19 but are resulting in negative tests. 

7. Next Meeting  

This will on 8th December by Zoom starting at 10:00. It will focus on the next issue of the guidance 
document. 

8. AOB  

None. 

 

9. Actions 

Ref  Owner  Description  Status  

8.2 ASi Create a generic Service Assurance presentation Ongoing 

23.6 KK [Reworked] Add a paragraph to the next issue of the 
guidance summarising DEF STAN 00-056 service 
requirements (also consider MILSTD-882 and MAA 
standards)  

Closed 

24.2 MAS Use contacts in healthcare / HF communities and see if 
any interest in publishing 

Ongoing. See 35.2 
and 35.3. 

26.4 KK Progress the Service Analyses work in Nov/Dec. JG and 
MS offered to review 

Ongoing 

28.2 KK Extend service ramp-up/ramp down tables to 
incorporate details around applicable service analyses. 

Ongoing 

29.1 MP Consider some words for the guidance document on the 
subject of “right-sizing” of services 

Ongoing 

29.3 KK See if any additional words are required for the 
Management/Reported row to cover the discussed 
change scenario 

Ongoing 

https://news.sky.com/story/one-person-killed-after-cable-car-crash-in-northern-czech-republic-12456361
https://news.sky.com/story/one-person-killed-after-cable-car-crash-in-northern-czech-republic-12456361
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30.3  MAS Consider how FRAM might be utilised or modified for a 
service context. 

Closed 

32.1 MP Review and enhance the LSA flowdown mechanism and 
add to the next issue of the guidance. 

Ongoing 

32.2 MP Review and enhance the wrapper model with flowdown 
of requirements and add to the next issue of the 
guidance. 

Ongoing 

32.3 MP Add the York mobility example to the next issue of the 
guidance. 

Closed 

33.1 JG Develop Level Crossing as a Service Example Ongoing 

35.1 ALL Consider whether there is any possibility of 
collaboration on the Safer Complex Services Doctoral 
Network within your organisation. Contact MP or DP if 
so. 

Closed 

35.2  MP Produce a short article on Service Assurance for MAS 
based on the earlier Newsletter article 

Ongoing 

36.1 MP Send JG the example services methodology based on the 
York work to see if it can be used for the level crossing 
example [Now the Motorway paper example] 

Ongoing 

36.2 KK Consider whether any of the service accident case 
studies in the existing guidance document could benefit 
from any of the proposed analyses. 

Ongoing 

36.3 MP Upload the latest guidance draft to the WG resources 
area so that WG members can see the progress. 
[Uploaded to: https://scsc.uk/file/gs/SCSC-
156A_Service_Assurance_Guidance_MASTER_(1)-
1252.docx ] 

Closed 

37.1 ALL Try an example service analysis based on the new 
guidance document outline. 

New 

 

10. Thanks 

Thanks to MP for taking the minutes. 

Thanks to MP for chairing. 


